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Jacobi-Like IVfethocls:
A Jacobi-tike method for redu_g a ma_b: to c_nd_ed form pe.-='orms a sequence af s_nii_7 t_orm_._io_ --= = 0,1,2 ....
wh_e A_ = A is the given n x 7:m_trix and e_-h of the M_, k = 0,1, ... is identicM to the u_t na_ excep_ in the positions (2_,q_), (q_,P_), (2_,P_) and (g_,q_).
The potential for parallel imple_e=_t.ation _:ises as follows. If we have a pair tr'_or=m._ioms (2) and the indic_ p_, q_,,p_.,, q_ are 4Lhtinct, the m._b_c_s M_ a_d M_., commute. Therefore the _orzna.tions can be applied in any orde: wi_h the same _.t. In particular, they c.mu be applied in p_r"_le_ firstto the columns (from the right), and theu to the rows (from the I_%). For ce.:_ain choices of the Sequence qf pai.,_ (p._, q;¢)
a.s many as ./2 _-an_orn_tions ca_ he applied in pax-_d [2, 16] . Each transformation M is one of the following three types of transformations.
Unitary

Transformation:
The unitary transformation U ={ulj} with pivot (p, q) has the following structure in the positions where it differs from the identity.
( )( )
where z and 0 are real.
The following choice of z and 0 ensures that the (q,p) element of A' = UTAU is zero [6] . Let
where the sign is chosen to achieve the largest absolute value. Then the parameters z and 0 are given by 2eiS aqp
where 0 is chosen to make the value of tan z real.
In practice we need to bound the angle z to avoid migration of large elements from the upper triangleof the matrix to the lower part. We impose the bound Itanz[ < 1.
(i.e.,if [tan:r] > I, we set it to i.) Not using such a bound causes slowing of convergence in the earliersweeps. This is similar to the bound used by Eberlein [6] .
Shear Transformation:
The shear transformation 5" ={s_j} with pivot (p,q) has the following structure in the positions where it differsfrom the identity.
Sqp sqq ie -ia sinh y cosh y '
where y and cr are real. 
where Rk is a rotation with pivot (pk, qk), and the sequence {(pk, qk)} is a commuting sequence.
Parallel. O. The value of s will be either n or n -1 depending on the parallel ordering used.
For example, in the Brent-Luk ordering s = n -1, whereas in the Modulus ordering
for the case s = n -1 and 
We divide A into a diagonal part D and an off-diagonal part E.
A=D+E.
Let A; be the eigenvalues of A, let 6 be the minimum separation between distinct eigenvalues of A, 
Then,
where K2 is independent of iIEIIIand _ is the bound (14) on the size of the diagonal transformations. 
Preliminary Lemmas:
We begin by stating some known results on the structure of an almost diagonal matrix and the effect of a similarity transformation on the norm of a matrix.
If A has been permuted so that diagonal elements affiliated to equal eigenvalues occupy adjacent positions on the diagonal, we can partition A as follows. 
The bounds cosh2 y < 4/3 and sinh2 y < 1/3 follow. Refer to [5] for details. It can be easily shown using (9) that IGd ---v_llEII. By (28) and (10) Since d=a_, given by (4) satisfies Id==l _>Id,_l, and la,,I _<IlZll, 
Notation: A = Ao is the matrix to which the rotation set is being applied. 
Proof:
We first estimate the elements of E,_ that are not pivot elements in the rotation set. We define _r for all r = 0... m, _ = _la_)l k # J and (k,j) # (V,',q,') for any r. • '= _ lag_l _<E(cla_°)l+ 8la_°)l), kd td where the sum taken over all non pivot pairs.
By a similar analysis, _,,, <_ (c + s)_'. So,
• m < (c + s)2_0.
We now have to consider the pivot elements a(Zq)" and a_). The first term is of first order in y_. We estimate it as follows. If A has multiple eigenvalues we can no longer always use the angle bounds from Lemma 4.3.1, since the pivot pairs need not belong to the set J (33). In Theorem 2 we assume that the parallel ordering used is the modulus ordering (17). We will assume that n, the order of the matrix, is even. The proof for odd n is similar. Consider 2n -3 rotation sets using a modulus ordering
4(sinh y_(2(Id.I _+ I¢_,1 _)+ G(_°_).cosh y,Zm(d;,¢_))= 4coshy_(-Ic_
.o
Note that we consider 2n -3 rotation sets even though one sweep of the modulus ordering involves only n rotation sets. We are including some of the rotation sets of the next sweep. Fig.2 illustrates the rotation sets we consider for the case n = 6.
From (25) 
Ax is the matrix before applying the two sweeps of rotation sets. For v= I_2,...,
We define an 'antidiagonal' X_ as
Let P_ be the pivot sequence used by the vth rotation set. ordering.
Then it is easily shown that (refer to Fig.2 )
We partition E_, the off diagonal part of A_ as follows. 
For v = 1, IIBIlI_ = 0 so the proposition is true. We assume it is true for v.
Case 1: t, < n. The partition of E_ into B_, R_ and F_ is shown in Fig.3 where I{2 ----(4.6)3(3'_'2)2"12n2T_. 4 0.
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Numerical Results:
We present resultsof experiments with the parMlel norm reducing algorithm (PNRJ)
for a variety of test matrices. For the convergence test (19) we use e --10-Is, and the value _" -108 is used in (14) to bound the diagonal transformations. In Fig.5 ! results are presented for random real matrices. The number of sweeps required for convergence (according to the criterion(19)) is shown as a function of log2n , where n is the order of the matrix. The resultsfor random complex matrices were similar.The dotted llne is a rdference lineof slope 2.8. So we can empirically state that algorithm PNR.J requires 2.81og_n sweeps to converge, for random matrices.
In Fig.5 We compare the orderof convergence of algorithm PNRJ with a Schur type Jacobi method, in which the non-unitary transformations are omitt_ed (PSU).
The latterisvery similar to the method proposed by Eberlein [6] .We consider results We generated increasingly non-normal matrices using the method of Stewart [25] . These matrices have the form
where U is unitary, D -diag(1, 2,..., n) and F is a random strictly upper triangular
matrix.
The parameter a controls the non-normality of the matrix A.
In Table 1 Table  2 .
In Table 3 In spite of using non unitary transformations.,PNRJ computes eigenvalues and eigenvectors with accuracy comparable to that of EISPACK.
This feature isinherited from the norm reducing methods on which PNRJ is based [5, 21] . To explain the stabilityof these methods, we can argue that the iteratesAk are moving closer to a normal matrix and therefore their eigenproblem is becoming successively better conditioned. Further, as long as only small norm similaritytransformations are used, the finalmatrix will be exactly similar to a matrix that is close to the originalmatrix is slower than the QR algorithm by a factor of about log2n. However on a parallel computer the situation is not so clear since efficient parallelimplementations of the QR algorithm (likeO(n log_ n) time using O(n 2) processors) are not known. This is an area of ongoing research.
As described in the previous section, algorithm PNRJ slows clown as we move to matrices that are increasingly non normal. Although the QR algorithm also displays this degradation, the effectof non normality ismuch lesspronounced. Understanding the effectof non normality on algorithm PNRJ in more detail is also an important topic for research. 
